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According to the American Heart Association, stroke is the third leading cause of death in the

nation. An integral aspect of stroke rehabilitation, physical activity can greatly enhance movement,

balance and coordination while also helping to prevent a future stroke.Exercises for Stroke provides

physical, cognitive, and preventative education to reduce the risk of stroke and improve function in

the daily living of stroke patients. Readers that have been cleared for home or gym-based exercises

by their physician or therapist will be given clear and concise exercises that are specifically targeted

to stroke rehabilitation and prevention. Exercises for Stroke includes: * Introductory material on the

benefits of exercise to the stroke patient's recovery and overall health* Tips and guidance for

caregivers and family members* Daily exercise recommendations* Training log to track your

progressCreated by top exercise specialist William Smith, Exercises for Stroke provides

authoritative information on strokes alongside safe and effective exercise instructions for lay

persons and professionals alike.
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William Smith, MS, CSCS, MEPD, has been working in healthcare and wellness, including

medically-based exercise therapy for elderly, pre- and post-rehabilitative, and special needs clients

for many years. Will is a recognized national expert in health and wellness and has lectured at

recognized centers of wellness including Canyon Ranch. Will currently teaches at UMDNJ Physical



Therapy at Rutgers University and works for a top-rated healthcare system in New Jersey.

Mr Smith has done a thorough researech on the different types of stroke; however, he failed to use

a Stroke-Survivor to demonstrate the type(s) of exercise that he can do. The first example is, if he

falls down on the floor, how to get up? The most diffult problem is: he has one side of his body has

full strength and the other is not. He has to roll over to his strong side and utilize his strong arm and

leg to get up (perhaps to the near cough or sofa for support). I have to learn this technique with two

P.E. to guide me in the Stroke REHAB hospital. Besides, s Stroke Survivor needs his full strength

just to get up from a chair, needlessly to get up from the floor. Another a great example to get up

from the W.C. and bath tube, if he has to get a shower. Yet another grand example is to get get in or

out from an automobile. Mr. Smith has ignored that. Despite all the important fact, he has also

ignore to advise the Stoke-Survivor to develope his lost muscles to perform these tasks. I am saying

all these topics, granting Survivor has gone through his pain stage! His models demonstrat all the

ercises, are all full functional bodies and without hinderces. I have gones through these stages to

rehab my arm on a robotic arm hooked driver by a computer with a special program watching a

special trained P.E.; and to rehab my leg on a Swiss made Locomate with two P.E. Now I am

practiciung Chi-Gung. everyday.Gregory LamStroke-Survivor

My mom had a stroke like 10 years ago. She does her excercises, but they arent her favorite thing

to do.Keeping rehabilitation materials on hand has helped to carry on her recovery. Although she

will not get a 100% recovery, keeping her on the right track helps and so do these books.

GOOD BUY

This book is a very brief, shallow, superficial, general diet and fitness book. There is really not much

specific in it to a stroke patient. My husband has left-sided hemiplegia and hemi-paresis. He has

regained some function, but could not do any of these exercises. None of the exercises are

adaptive or address the mobility and function issues.

This book has good descriptions and each exercise is well illustrated with photographs. A must

have book to help you get back as much mobility as possible.

not what I though it would be



My wife had a stroke which disabled her left side, including her left arm and leg.Our goal is to

recover, or at least improve, the use of the leg and arm.The exercises in this book are for stroke

victims with two usable arms and two usable legs.A 'complete program' should address this

situation.

This book is not worth the money.Most of the exercises begin with the line, raise both arms over

your head. I'm a stroke patient. I have not met a stroke patient,yet, who could raise his affected arm

over his head. Please!
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